FAI – GAC

Precision Flying Sub-Committee Meeting
Cordoba, November 2013
Report

Rule changes approved
- The length of a competition shall be defined as being from Start Point to Finish Point.
- The minimum length of a route shall be 60 Nm.
- The maximum length of a route shall be 100 Nm.

Flight Planning
- The requirement not to hand in the calculated flight plan before 20 minutes is deleted.
- The requirement to hand in the calculated flight plan before 30 min is retained.

Landing penalties
- The penalty for ‘Power in the Box’ is removed for ‘Full Stop’ landings.
- It is retained where circumstances demand ‘Touch and Go Landings.’

Protests
- The videos of landing may be shown/given to the pilot/team manager concerned by the jury.

Miscellaneous
- All Precision Flying Championships shall be declared to be ‘World Championships’.
- A ‘Certificate’ or ‘Diploma’ should be presented to every competing pilot.

Signed
Rodney Blois
Chairman Precision Sub-committee.
Cordoba, Nov. 2 2013